Information Security Surveillance Service (IS³) is a managed security monitoring service that combines expert real-time monitoring of multiple, dissimilar security control resources, accurate event detection, dynamic correlation and profiling of security events, comprehensive reporting, and incident handling and response to prevent or mitigate unauthorized access or intrusions into your network environment.
What we offer

Explosive growth in log data
Enormous amount of vulnerabilities and alert information to process and manage

Increased IT complexity
Security products that are put in place today quickly become obsolete if not managed
The constant revelation of new system vulnerabilities and the increasing release of zero-day exploits

Diminishing Mean Time to Respond
The shrinkage of time between the discovery of vulnerability, and the exploitation of the same is steadily decreasing, which adds to the problem of timely management of the organization's security posture

Changing compliance landscape
A confusing regulatory landscape requires experts focused on understanding the variety of requirements

Growing external network access
Current business needs require continual access to the Internet
More legitimate external traffic with virtual staff

Retaining qualified staff
Maintaining security staff skills and certifications

“90% of companies that experience data loss go out of business within 2 years”
How does IS$^3$ work?

IS$^3$ ties the various single-point security alert solutions within your network together by serving as the central collection point for all security event information. This enables you to get an accurate, real-time view of the threats to your network environment in terms of vulnerabilities and attacks in progress. Strategically, this information supports your compliance efforts by meeting regulatory monitoring requirements and enabling reporting on policy compliance that is critical for successful security audits.

IS$^3$ works by conducting round-the-clock security surveillance of your network infrastructure from Allied Digital Service’s (ADSL) Security Operations Center. IS$^3$ works in tandem with your security control devices such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems to monitor, identify, and neutralize any active threats to your network.

Why ADSL ISSS?

**Key Features**

- Pre-deployment of Rapid Perimeter Scanning.
- 24x7 Managed Security Monitoring to protect and secure your network.
- A single solution for diverse and disparate networks
- Instant access to your network security status via a web-based remote viewer.
- Seamless integration with no additional installation of software.
- Profiling of security events and logging of evidence to meet possible legal or contractual requirements
- Regular monthly reporting, including impact analysis, Threat Notification and Alert Service and e-security bulletins.

**Key Benefits**

- Overall Security posture
  Enhances visibility into security issues and provides a comprehensive solution for monitoring, managing, and responding to threats.
- Business Continuity
  Protects mission critical information assets and business operations from downtime due to security intrusions.
- Customer Confidence
  Safeguards your business reputation and integrity through constant vigilance and the application of leading security management practices and technologies.
- Vendor and Technology Neutral
  Maximizes the value of the security investments by complementing and enhancing your existing security systems.
- Compliance
  Provides ready access to security required to meet government regulations and international industry standards.
- Minimal Investments
  Delivers leading edge information security technology with neither high-upfront investments nor additional cost for technology upgrades.

What do you get from IS$^3$?

- Pre-deployment Rapid Perimeter Scanning (RPS)
- Defensive countermeasures against hackers
- Monthly client reports: Impact Analysis, Activity Reports, Compliance Reports
- Ad-hoc incident report (via email) with incident notification via email
- Instant access to your network security status via a remote viewer
- Threat Notification and Alert Service
- Monthly e-Security Bulletins
- Optional includes web-integrity module (anti-web-defacement)
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